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ABSTRACT

A series of nine studies investigated the 'form~ss
effect', the superior recall shown by children when to-be-~:iated

nouns are studied linked by verbs or prepositions rather than by

conjunctions, or without any 'connective'. One main finding

was that the form class effect is limited to measures of

associative recall, and not found in the overall levels of free

recall. It waS suggested that linking verbs or prepositions result

in more joint representation of items in memory, and such differences

in organization should emerge only in associative recall measures.

A second finding was that instructions to form interactive images

eliminated the superiority of verb-linked nouns in children's

recall, by raising recall with conjunctions to the level of verbs~

Conversely, instructions to form a separate image for each item also

eliminated the form class effect, but by reducing recall with verbs

to the level of conjunction linked nouns. The effects of imagery
,

instructions were interpreted as supporting the view that different

types of connective, like different types of imagery instructions,

produce different associative recall levels because they influence

the processing of information, relating the items together in memory.

Younger, grade 3, children did not perform as predicted with imagery

instructions, such that a form class effect was still observed. The

finding is~onsistent with numerous other studies which show that
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imagery instructions are often ineffective with younger children,

and extends the observation to separate imagery. A number of

explanations of the ineffectiveness of imagery i~tions for

younger children are evaluated. Finally, linking prepositions were

shown to produce differ~nt levels of associative recall as a

function of the degree of close spatial relationship implied between

item referents. An explanation in ter~s of a greater tendency on

the part of children to encode items separately unless certain types

of relationship are actually present between items or implie~

between item referents Has suggested.
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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The 'Form Class' Effect

If children are instructed to remember which nouns occur

together in a given pair from a list of arbitrarily' paired familiar

nouns, presenting each pair with a linking verb considerably improves

chi~dren's recall of which nouns 'go t~gether'. For example, if a...
list of pairs of nouns includes the pair 'DOC' and 'BOX', children

are more likely to recall that 'DOC' and 'BOX' go tOgether if, at
•

the time of studying thd list, they hear the two nouns lihked by a

verb (for example, "The DOC bites the BOX") rather than hearing the"

two nouns presented alone (" ... DOC ...... , . BOX" ) . Although such

verb 'connectives' considerably improve children's associative recall

(that is, recall of which list items "go together'), other'types of

connectives produce different results. Linking nouns with

conjunctions (for example, "The DOG and the BOX") produces no

better levels of associative recall than presenting the nouns alone.

Preposi tional connectives (for example, "The DOC in the BOX"')

produce levels of associative recall performance sometimes equal
\

to those found with verb connectives and sometimes less. Rohwer

(19611) called this groulf of phenomena the 'form class effect'

because it seemed that the grammatical form class of the connective "

(that is, whether the connective is grammatically a verb, preposition-

"
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or cdnjunction) produced different levels of associative recall.
/

The basic phenomena of interest in the present studies are those

referred to by the term the 'form class effect', namely that verbs,

pre~ositions and conjunctions used as connectives ~ink t?-be

associated nouns produce different levels of recall' in' children:

The intention in the present studies is to investigate the ~

form class effect and to ,develop and to test an explanation of

these phenomena. There are a number of reasons for pursuing such

qn investigation. In the first place, the form class effect has

already been demonstrated extensively, replicated and shown to be

of wide generalitY with certain

of these boundary. conditions of

clear boundary conditions. One

c9nsiderable interest is that the "----

form class effect is found in children but not in adults. Because

of the limitation of the form class effect to children, the form

class effect has been interpreted in various ways as shedding light

upon the process of development, specifically the development of

memory processes d~ing childhood (for example, Levin, 1976;

Reese, 1976; Rohwer & Ammon, 1971; Rohwer, Ammon, Suzuki & Levin,

1971; Rohwer, 1968; 1971; i97J; 1980). Accordingly, the immediate..
objective of the present studies is to investigate the form class

effect, but th~ wider objecti~ is to draw som~~~ed deductions

concerning ways in which chil~en's memo~~~~~ differ from

those of adults. Thus, the SP~qif~uestion~ess:;lhereis why

do verbs or preposition connectives improve childr~associative

recall unlfke conjunction connectives. The widet'guestion is what
(
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does the limitation of the,form class effect to childhood, ,nd the

explanation proposed here of these phenome~a, imply about children's

memory processes as opposed to those of adults,

The wider question of'how and why children and adults differ

in terms of performance ~n various memory tasks and in underlying

memory processes has been investigated inten~~vely during the'la~t

decade (for example, see. reviews by Brown, 1975; 1978; 1979;

Cavenaugh &. Perlmutter, 1982; Pressley, 1982; Reese, 1976).

A large part of the motivation for this research has been because

the ability to remember is basic to learning and the educational

J

process. The~major emphasis in such

upon optimal 80nditions fqr learning

studies has been not so much

as upon critical d~fferences

,

•

in memory abilities between children of'uifferent ages and, within

a given age, critical differences in memory abilities between

'efficient' and 'inefficient' learhers (for example, Levin, 1976;

Rohwer. 1968; 1980). The general asswilption made by Rohwer and

others is that similar diff.erences in memory abilities underlie
o

both age related differences and a~so the individual differepces

within a given age group in learning ability (for ex,ample, Rolfwer,

1980). The motivation for tlfis work has thus 'beep. at least in

·part,.the hope that if specific deficiencies in memory were

identified, then it might be possible to train children to improve

tqeir memory skills and hence improve their ability to learn within

the educati~al system.

While the present studies are not concerned specifically

- ..;.
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witn improving memory skills, the common assumption of the present

studies and educationally oriented studies is that the form class

effect is of considerable interest because it is a robust phenomenon

which characterizes children's memory, but not adults', memory

performance, and so.provides the potential for insight into some

of the uifferences. The present studies are also not concerned

with memory processes in educable mentally'retarded individuals,

but, like children, educable mentally retarded individuals do exhibit

the form class effect (Jensen & Rohwer, 196Ja, b), so that the

investigation of these phenomena may shed SOme light on the memory

processes of the ~entally handicapped. Finally, a further possibility
~

is that investigation of the form class 'effect as a group of phenomena

peculiar to 'children might also reveal something not only about

developmental diffe~nces, but also about the process of memory

~ development. While the present stUdies do hive some c~ear

implications about developmental differences between children's

and adult memory, they'are not directly concerned with the process

of development.

Turning now from the wider question of developmental

differences to the more specific issue of the causes of the form,

class effect, the first objective of this introductory chapter is to

describe the basic Jgenomena of interest, the form class effect, in

some detail. A second objective is to describe the generality of

the form class effect and to note some of the more important boundary

conditions 'that have been identified. A,third objective is to explore
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some of the theoretical interpretations of the form class effect

that have been suggested. A final objective is to indicate some

of the theoretical importance which has been attached to the form

class effect by various theories, particularly those concerned with

memory development.

Description and Parameters
of the Form Class Effect

Description of the form class effect

The basic phenomena of the form class effect are well

established. Rohwer and others have shown repeated1y that

presentation of to-be-associated nouns in the context of a sentence

in which a verb or preposition links the nouns produced levels of

associative recall superior to presentation of the nouns linked by
~,

a conjunction or without any 'connective' (for example, Rohwer,

1964; 1970; 1973). 'Presenting the to-be-associated nouns with a

preposition linking the nouns produced recall levels varying from

a level equivalent to that observed with verb connectives (for.

example, Rohwer, Lynch, Levin &' Suzuki, 1967) to a level

intermediate between the levels observed with verb and conjunction.

connectives (for example, Rohwer, 1964). In terms of generality,

the form class effect has been obtained across a wide range of

subject populations varying in grade level, age, socio-economic. ~

status, intellige~ce quotient levels, rural and urban environments,

pUblic and parochial Schools, and with a wide variety of materials

and presentation methods (for reviews see Pressley, 1982; Rohwer,

5
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1970; 1973; 1980). Finally, instructing children to construct

sentences describing the referents of items in some interaction

also appears to produce parallel effects to supplying a sentence

(for ex:mple, Kerst & Levin, 1973; Milgram, 1967i 1968. For a

review, see Pressley, 1982) ..

Control studies

In a series of control studies, Rohwer and his collaborators

. elimin~ted various confounding variables. One possibility was that

verb connectives might exert greater semantic constraint· than

conjunction connectives over possible response nouns, because the

conjunctions could be meaningfully combined with any nouns, but the

range of meaningful combinations was more restricted for linking

verbs. Rohwer and Lynch (1966) showed that if lists were constructed

so all the nouns in a.list were interchangeable and could be joined

by any of the verbs, nouns linked by verbs were still better

recalled. Earlier studies also confounded connective form class with

the number of different words used as connectives (that is, a variety

of different verbs were used within a list but usually only two

different c?njunctipns), such that· intralist similarity was greater

in the conjunction conditions. Rohwer and Lynch (1967) therefore

equated the nUmber of different words used as verb and conjunction

connectives but still found a form class effect.

Another possibility is that linking nouns with verbs produces

complete sentences and children might better remember complete

sentences than conjunctive phrases, perhaps because complete



sentences are more familiar. Suzuki and Rohwer (1968) therefore
1

compared verb and conjunction connectives within complex sentences.

The verb connectives produced more efficient learning of noun

pairs even if the contrasting conjunction connectives were also

lodged in complex senten~'final possibility considered was

that verbs, rather than sentences, might be better recalled than

conjunctions, such that the retrieval context would be more similar

to the encoding context fo~ verbs than for conjunction connectives.

Rohwer, Shuell and Levin (1967) therefore compared the cued recall

of pairs of nouns in which the connectives were presented at study,

or on the test trial as part of the cue, or at both study and test.

The results of this study indicated that verbs may be somewhat better

recalled than conjunctions, since presenting the connectives only

at study.produced a' larger form class effect than ,presenting the

connectives at study and test. The form class effect, however,

was still obtained if the connectives were presented at study and

test, and so the effect is independent of better recall for verbs

in and of itself. Rohwer, Shuell and Levin's stUdy also indicated

one important parameter of the form class 'effect, namely that the ~,

connective must be presented at encoding. If connectives were

presented only on the test trial, no difference was found between

verb and conjunction conditions.

other parameters of the' form c~s effect

Several studi~e some other major parameters

of the form class effect), One parameter, already referred to, is

7




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































